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Aside from a little whitewater day trip near Snowmass when I was a kid, this was my first float trip. Day 1 we
floated Palisade to Conant. This is Justin reeling one in. He is a guide here in Utah and it showed on this trip.
An hour or so down the river we stopped and fished some of the channels where the river had more structure.
After that we kept moving down the river. Floating for a while then stopping in places that looked worthwhile.
The fishing was generally quite slow and we found out the next morning that the DWR had been shocking the
river in recent days in an attempt to kill off the whitefish and rainbow trout so that the native Cutthroat trout
could build a stronger population. Towards the end of the float we came by this unique waterfall. Photo by
Collin J. Fall colors, dramatic skies, floating down a river. We camped that night back at the Palisade ramp.
Seems like it could get very busy other times of the year but we had it all to ourselves. On Day 2 we floated
the lower section from Conant to Cottonwood aka Fulmer. This would be a great stretch to do an overnight
float trip on. The fishing was a little better too. One of the spots we stopped to fish. Quite a bit of action in a
deep eddie back there. This is also where another branch of the river would have come back in during higher
water. I caught this guy lurking just under the edge of a grassy overhang. What a fun fish to catch, he hit my
fly hard! After looking at this photo, Collin suggested we bring a kid with us on future trips to make the fish
look bigger. Fly by We made it back to Fulmer as the sun was going down but we had a long 40 minute drive
back to the launch ramp to pickup my truck. Unfortunately the last 15 minutes of that was going the wrong
direction. Never fun when you have a 4 hour drive home to look forward to. I hope there are many more rivers
in my future.
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This trip is guide-powered so guests can relax and enjoy views all around. This mile stretch is home to an
array of natural wonders unlike anywhere else on earth and the opportunity to view them all in one place is
extremely rare. Come join us for a day on the river. We look forward to seeing you here. Our commitment to
quality and customer satisfaction is unsurpassed. Please join us for an adventure that you will remember for a
lifetime. Float past beautiful Lone Mountain as the Gallatin River meanders through the upper canyon. This
trip is available until late July most seasons! Wyoming River Trips is the only continually owned and operated
company in the historic Cody Area running the Shoshone river. The Shoshone river is the main eastern
drainage of Yellowstone National Park. It reads like a flowing history book with almost as many scenic vistas
as the colorful people and cultures who explored it. This river was used as a trade route during the fur-trading
era for the mountain men and Native Americans who entered the "Yellow Rock" country in pursuit of its
abundance of wildlife. This pursuit of adventure continues today. Ever since society evolved to the requisite
level of sophistication where someone could call themselves a fishing guide without being laughed out of the
village, and someone else accumulated sufficient goats and grain to trade some for a day on the river,
questions revolving around tipping have plagued and tormented anglers. How much is enough? How much is
too much? Is it too big? Is it too small? Will my guide curse my name, laughing at my inadequacy as soon as I
leave the parking lot? We have 22 groomed acres with 10 guest lodging arrangements. Capacity is 22 people.
The Lodge is all inclusive. Once you visit Teton Valley Lodge you are part of our family. That is not a
statement, this is how we really feel. You are the most important part of what Teton Valley Lodge is all about.
We want you to love fly fishing as much as we do and as much as all those that came before us. Idaho fly
fishing guiding is what we do. The heart of Teton Valley Lodge has always been its guides. We learned how
to guide from a very young age from our father. Many of our guides have been fishing for decades and some
have been guiding for decades. Our goal is simple, catch as many fish as possible. We have the guides to make
that goal a reality. Our guides are superb and are experts onthe water they specialize in. Its prolific aquatic
insect hatches draw fly fishers from around the globe to test their skills against highly selective rainbow trout.
We are the premier Paradise Valley flyfishing outfitter. Come visit us and do so often! Come see for yourself
Madison River Outfitters, featuring an impressive selection of quality fly fishing tackle, custom flies, rugged
outdoor clothing and hiking and backpacking equipment, is one of the finest fly shops in the Rocky Mountain
West. We offer guide service in Montana and Yellowstone National Park and our friendly guides are
committed to providing you with a great fly fishing experience on the world class fisheries surrounding West
Yellowstone. Seen on ESPN, TNN Outdoor and other outdoors fly fishing programs, this fly shop is always a
must stop destination for all anglers wanting the latest information on hatches, conditions, and the right
equipment before they head out to explore the waters of the region. During those years he has taught or written
about fly fishing, fly tying, fly casting and entomology, sharing his knowledge of water and fish behavior with
thousands of during that time. He still lovesto see one of his guests on a guided trip get hooked up with a wily
brown, or untangle knots when needed, because it is all part of the job as guide or outfitter. Our guides are
extremely efficient and up to date on hatches and which flies and lures are working. We are here to help you in
any way to make your fishing vacation more memorable. If there is any thing we can do, please contact us at
our E-Mail address, or call our toll free number. The Wind River Canyon is trophy style water with many of
the catches well over 20 inches. And the sounds of the Big Black Foot River, and a four count rhythm, and the
hope that a fish will rise. Eventually, all things merge into one, and a river runs through it. On some of the
rocks are timeless raindrops. Under the rocks are the words, and some of the words are theirs. I am haunted by
waters. The Yellowstone Teton Region fly-fishing is blessed with a plethora of blue ribbon trout waters that
host prolific hatches of Mayflies, Caddis Flies and Stone Flies. Dozens of rivers and hundreds of lakes and
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streams, all world-class fisheries that attract anglers from around the world. If you believe what you read,
fly-fishing requires the touch of a surgeon and the spirit of a Zen master. With these essential elements, you
can begin to enjoy the sport of fly-fishing in no time. Some time spent with a guide can enhance your skills
exponentially in a very short time, as they are all trained to be teachers. A day discovering the best techniques
for fly-fishing with a guide on one of our regional rivers or legendary spring creeks gives you the foundation
for many years of productive fly-fishing enjoyment of the future. Many regional guides have spent a lifetime
fly-fishing the rivers and streams of Yellowstone Teton Region. Their instruction of the best flies, how to read
the water, presentation, and all aspects of fishing the Yellowstone region can greatly enhance your fly-fishing
experience.
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Why choose ROW for your Snake river adventure? Responsible Travel Ethics We operate following the best
in "responsible" or "eco" travel ethics including Leave No Trace camping and many other best practices that
are sometimes forgotten about in the world of travel. Rich Itinerary Our itinerary is designed to visit many
different points of interest, taking advantage of rock art sites, pioneer homesteads, and natural wonders in the
river canyon. You may only float through Hells Canyon once in your life and we want to make sure you see
the best that it has to offer. Full-Service Camping We are one of very few outfitters who have a cargo boat
travel ahead to set up camp, including your tent and a complete kitchen with tables and chairs. Luxury
Camping Our luxury-style camping includes all camping gear such as tents, sleeping bags and thick,
self-inflating mattresses. All rafting gear is also included to make things easy for you. No other company on
the Snake River trains guides like we do, and most of our guides are also Certified Interpretive Guides through
the National Association for Interpretation. Highly Personal Service We staff our trips with one guide for
every guests providing you the ultimate in personal attention. Carefully Orchestrated Our guides are divided
into a "guest crew" and a "kitchen crew. This is a fundamental distinction between us and others. Sharing Our
Passion Guides join you at all meals, sharing conversation and laughter at meal times and around the campfire.
All-inclusive Complimentary beer, wine, juice and soda, all in moderate quantities, is provided. We are proud
to serve fine local Northwest wines. We always have plenty of ice! Choice of Craft We offer you a choice of
river craft including oar rafts, paddle rafts, and inflatable kayaks. We carry satellite telephones on all trips - for
emergency use only. Ideal Logistics Trip logistics are designed to maximize time on the river - floating from
Hells Canyon Dam to either Pittsburg Landing or Heller Bar depending on the length of trip. Touch of Class
At the end of the trip we close the circle of friendship and celebration with a festive, hosted farewell dinner.
Shuttle from the Boise, Idaho Airport to the meeting point of the trip is included. Easy for You Pre- and
Post-trip hotel reservations are handled by our competent office staff hotel costs are not included in your basic
trip cost. Unique and Exclusive Combination Ideas You can combine your Snake River trip with a 2- or 3-day
Lochsa River trip - creating an adrenaline filled adventure! These are both ROW exclusives. What are typical
meals on the river? The quality of our food reflects the quality of the wilderness environment on the Snake
River. We hand-select the freshest fruits and vegetables we can find and pack them carefully in huge
ice-coolers. Likewise, these coolers carry fresh dairy products and meats. From these ingredients, we prepare
bountiful, healthy meals. Sustainably harvested wild Alaskan Salmon served with a fresh garden salad Prime
Rib combined with a fresh Chilean salad and Idaho mashed potatoes Made-on-the-river lasagna Big salads of
vegetables and fruit add color and variety to every meal These are a few possible entrees. Our desserts are
made each evening in our Dutch ovens and range from authentic cobbler to pineapple upside-down cake. We
serve juice each morning and moderate amounts of bottled wine with dinner. We also provide two beers and
two sodas or juices per person per day. We always have plenty of ice to keep your drinks cold. What is
riverside camping like? Forget those images of leaky tents and camp food out of a can. On trips with 13 or
more guests, we use a large foot cargo raft to carry the bulk of the camping gear, food, etc. This allows our
smaller oar-powered rafts to be lighter and more maneuverable. The cargo raft, along with two- support crew,
arrives at camp ahead of the group and gets the kitchen set up including dining tables and chairs. When we
arrive in camp all you have to do is carry your personal gear stored in a ROW-provided easy-to-use
waterproof bag to the tent of your choice and roll out your sleeping bag, flannel liner and thick, self-inflating
foam sleeping pad also provided by ROW. In rare circumstances, we may have a trip with less than 13 guests.
In this case, due to economic and logistical reasons, we may not run our cargo raft. On these smaller trips
guests and gear travel together down the river. Our guides are still happy to set up your tent if you like or you
may enjoy doing it yourself. When is the best time to go? This means the weather is typically much warmer
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than other parts of Idaho. This trip is excellent throughout the season, but the Snake River in Hells Canyon is
an ideal choice for spring or fall vacations because of the mild climate and few other people. What are typical
weather and water conditions? Hells Canyon Dam controls water flow so there are excellent levels year round
but the highest water is typically in June and September. Air temperatures in the spring and fall range from
degrees and most nights cool to around degrees Fahrenheit. Water temperatures are usually around 60 degrees
in June and September, and 70 degrees in July and August. What type of watercraft do you use? In addition to
the cargo boat that carries all the camping gear, we use two other kinds of river craft. Many companies use
foot rafts, which take a good deal of the fun out of the rapids. We also offer smaller foot paddle rafts. Four to
six people paddle while a guide steers. Many people enjoy rotating between crafts during a trip. On some
stretches of river, we can add inflatable kayaks to the mix. You have the choice to ride in any of these boats,
and many people enjoy trying all three during a trip. On the few trips we operate with less than 13 guests, we
may not have enough people to support a paddle raft. We will still have inflatable kayaks on smaller trips if
requested. Who guides your trips? On any river trips, the guides are the most important factor for your safety,
enjoyment and the success of the trips. ROW guides are exceptional people with years of river experience. We
maintain a tobacco-free policy and most of our guides have taken interpretation courses from certified
instructors. We look for guides who are willing and eager to share, teach, listen, learn, laugh, play, discuss
and, above all, work hard to provide a safe, relaxed and spontaneous adventure. While in camp two or three
guides are preparing dinner while the others are free to spend time with you. They might show you the way to
a nearby hot spring, give a fly-fishing lesson or just to sit and visit with the group. Our guides are the main
reason many of our guests return to ROW time and time again. What are the differences between various trip
lengths? From late June to late August we offer primarily five- or six-day trips. Both five- and six-day trips
float miles through Hells Canyon, but a six-day trip affords more time for hiking, fishing and lounging. In
June we only offer four-day trips. The water on the Snake River is usually high and moving quickly which
allows us to float the entire mile stretch of Hells Canyon in just four days. However, water flow is controlled
by Hells Canyon Dam so we cannot guarantee the full mile trip. In the event of lower flows in June, the 4-day
trip floats miles to Pittsburg Landing. We spend less time on the water but more time exploring the remote
canyon, hiking, fishing, etc. What do we do when we are not on the river? One of the reasons that Hells
Canyon is such a fabulous trip is the incredible variety of things to do and see along the way. ROW takes pride
in historical interpretation and takes advantage of as many side excursions as possible. We share stories of the
early pioneers and hike to at least one old homestead cabin. We explore at least two different Native American
rock art sites. If the group wants more we know a couple dozen other points of interest along the way. Not
only do we show you these places, we help you understand them. We strongly believe that deepening
understanding builds greater appreciation and we hope our love of this canyon is contagious. How do I get to
and from the Rivers edge? Then after the trip return home via Lewiston, Idaho or Spokane, Washington.
Arrive in Boise no later than 4: After your trip you can: Lewiston is serviced by Horizon Air or Delta Air only.
If you choose to shuttle to Spokane. Option B Drive to Cambridge, Idaho and arrange for the Frontier Motel to
shuttle your vehicle north while you are on the river. Plan to arrive in Cambridge in time for the 8: On all
3-day trips and some 4-day trips your car will go to White Bird or our actual take-out at Pittsburg Landing. If
you decide to get your car shuttled to the take out at Heller Bar you will need to have a Washington State
Discover Pass. If your flight arrives later than 4: Option C Rent a car and drive two hours to Cambridge. Then
have it shuttled to the ending point of the trip, as per the above paragraph. Option D Take an airport shuttle
from Boise to Cambridge. Contact either Boise City Taxi at or use an Uber.
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South Fork of the Snake River. The South Fork of the Snake River flows for 66 miles across southeastern Idaho,
through high mountain valleys, rugged canyons, and broad flood plains to its confluence with the Henrys Fork of the
Snake near the Menan Buttes.

It then flows into the Cascade Reservoir , then continues south, accompanied by Highway It flows past
Grandjean and down to Lowman , along Highway The Payette River has an average annual discharge into the
Snake River of 2,,acre-foot 2. Before white contact, many of these indigenous peoples had no permanent
villages or settlements. For hundreds of years, in the fall and winter, they would camp in the arid grasslands
along the main stem of the Payette River, while in spring and summer, they temporarily moved to the lusher
upper basin of the North Fork to hunt and fish in preparation for the coming winter. Camas bulbs, coming
from a widespread flowering plant in the basin, was their primary staple throughout the year. In order to
maintain the naturally occurring fields of camas, they would set controlled fires whenever they left their camps
for the biyearly move through the river basin. The seasonal burning came with added benefits, including
clearing unwanted vegetation and protecting their campsites from overgrowth. One of these early pioneers was
Francois Payette , for whom the river is named. Payette ventured east from Fort Astoria in In , Payette retired
to Montreal , still over twenty years before emigrants began to arrive in great numbers. Many of the Native
Americans were unhappy with the new settlers and the great numbers of pioneers traveling through the area
bound for the West Coast for causing damage to their lands, leading to the Nez Perce War of and many small
conflicts with miners, ranchers, farmers, homesteaders, and soldiers. Demand for wooden railroad ties for the
Oregon Short Line OSL in the s helped to kick off the logging industry in the area. A splash dam was built in
by the Minnesota -based Payette Lumber and Manufacturing Company on the North Fork in order to better
facilitate the transportation of logs downstream. Following from , irrigated farmland surrounded much of the
main stem of the Payette River. The Last Chance Canal and Nobel Canal were among the first irrigation
ditches constructed, but did not provide a firm yield because of the lack of water regulation. Black Canyon
Dam was constructed on the Payette in not as a storage facility, but to divert water into the Emmett and Black
Canyon Canals, which vastly increased the irrigated acreage in the valley. Deadwood Dam on the Deadwood
River, a tributary of the South Fork Payette River, was built in to provide some degree of flow regulation,
though much more effective was the Cascade Dam, constructed on the North Fork in to form Cascade Lake.
Salmon and steelhead were eliminated in the drainage by the Black Canyon Diversion Dam , which was first
completed in Mountain whitefish make up the bulk of game fish in this section of river, with smallmouth bass
, largemouth bass , channel catfish , black crappie , rainbow trout , and brown trout making significant
contributions. Upstream from Black Canyon Dam, the gradient of the river increases with coldwater species
increasing in abundance. The South Fork of the Payette River supports excellent populations of wild rainbow
trout. The North Fork of the Payette River has been severely altered by railroad and highway construction and
provides only a marginal fishery for salmonids. However, in unaltered sections such as the Cabarton reach, the
North Fork is very productive for salmonids. There are five major impoundments in the Payette basin: There
are also several small impoundments and natural lakes with increased storage, such as the three Payette Lakes.
Black Canyon, on the mainstem, provides only marginal fish habitat. Sand from upstream land disturbances
has covered most of the habitat. Paddock Reservoir, on Big Willow Creek, has one of the better populations of
black crappie in the state and a good fishery for largemouth bass. Cascade Reservoir on the North Fork is one
of the most heavily fished waters in the state. Cascade has an abundance of yellow perch , coho salmon , and
rainbow trout. Deadwood Reservoir, completed in , [7] contains kokanee and cutthroat trout. Whitewater[ edit
] The Payette River is famous for its whitewater. The highway on this lower stretch of the river is on the east
bank and a scenic railroad, the Thunder Mountain Line, [10] runs above the west side.
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6: Grand Teton National Park's Snake River
The Snake River is a major river of the greater Pacific Northwest region in the United www.enganchecubano.com 1,
miles (1, km) long, it is the largest tributary of the Columbia River, in turn the largest North American river that empties
into the Pacific Ocean.

September 24, Physical Description: He was the first son of his parents, Elmer and Blanche Forbush. At age
eleven, Forbush lost his sight in a tragic hatchet accident, and he subsequently attended the School for the
Blind and Deaf at Gooding, Idaho. He practiced law in Driggs while also serving as the Teton County
Attorney until In , Forbush was appointed as the magistrate over Madison County and he continued in this
capacity until his retirement in Being blind, Forbush became an excellent and detailed listener. He was
passionate about collecting and preserving the history of Southeast Idaho. Forbush traveled extensively all
over the Upper Snake River Valley and recorded his conversations with prominent individuals of the
communities. He is known as one of the greatest and most prolific oral historians in Idaho. In retirement,
Forbush has moved around the Snake River Valley, but he has continued to play a major historical role as an
active member of the Upper Snake River Historical Society. Of particular interest are the interviews that
address the lives of minorities and the disabled. As the transcription process continues, the hope is to insert the
new transcriptions within the same numbering system. Nichols 3 The Assessor of Madison County: Hermilo
Chavez 5 Blind of Eastern Idaho: Ruth Ricks 12 History of Beaver Dick: Agnes Reid 13B Preston, Idaho:
Henninger 14 Governorship and Politics in Idaho: Robert Smylie 16 Rexburg Postal Services: Watson 17
Oswald J. Dori Palmer, Louis J. Clements and Florence Forbush.
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The South Fork of the Snake River is home to species of birds, including 21 species of raptors. You have a chance to
see a very diverse array of wildlife as well including moose, bear, elk, deer, mountain lions, mountain goats, bobcats,
coyotes, otters, beavers, mink, and fox.

The Lodge has five different sections of the South Fork available for guided fishing trips. These sections
traverse a total of 55 miles of the South Fork of the Snake. The following briefly describes each section, its
proximity to The Lodge, and its unique characteristics. A local favorite is to fish laps at the Palisades Dam
pool. The Falls Creek Falls are also on this section and provide great fishing and scenery. This first section of
the South Fork is characterized by spectacular riffle fishing. For the angler who wishes to explore the South
Fork on foot, there is simply not enough time in a day or week to investigate this section of our river. It
contains scenic views of our beautiful Swan Valley and the Fall creek waterfalls. Your return trip to The
Lodge is approximately 15 minutes. Conant to Cottonwood This section provides incredible scenery as well as
remote back channels and riffles. The river flows far from any roads and the cliffs are full of avian life. Great
wildlife sightings and incredible fishing make this a popular float. It is, by any standard, remarkably beautiful
with its enormous canyon walls. The fishing is superb and during the salmon fly hatch produces unparalleled
fishing activity. A float down this 14 mile section is highly recommended, but requires extra time. Access
from the canyon is restricted to the public take-out at Cottonwood, which is on the East side of the river.
Therefore, the return trip to The Lodge is likely to take 75 minutes. Accordingly, we recommend a 9:
Cottonwood to Byington This section of the river is incredible with high sweeping cliffs and wild pockets
carved by the river. This section can often yield some amazing catches, but requires an early start. The put-in
takes about 75 minutes to access but is worth it as far as positioning on the river during busy season. Simply
put, you get ahead of the crowds. It combines excellent bank and rifle fishing with scenic beauty. The return
time to The Lodge is approximately 20 minutes. As with Section 2, we recommend a departure of 8: Byington
to Lorenzo The river begins to braid out as it flows out into agriculture country. Section 4 has some close out
channels and should only be navigated by experienced rowers. All species of trout can be found here but the
brown trout really likes this area. Enjoy a completely different look as the South Fork exits the canyon and
flows through one of the largest natural cottonwood stands on earth. This section is recommended early in our
season May 15 to July 1 , as the water warms early on this 7 mile section. The Twin Bridges section is known
to hold huge brown trout and fishes extremely well during the salmon fly hatch, which usually begins in late
June. The return to the Lodge takes approximately 50 minutes. Lorenzo to Menan Often overlooked for the
quick access of the upper South Fork of the Snake, section 5 offers fewer crowds and provides opportunities
for a larger trophy catch. Habitat include dead tree piles and lots of rifles. This is another unique section of our
river which, at times, resembles a trip through the Amazon. Because of warmer temperatures, this section
fishes best in May and June. This section is known for early salmon fly hatches and huge brown trout. The
float itself is 8 miles long and requires a 50 minute trip to the access and a 70 minute return to The Lodge.
This float is particularly recommended in May and June. For those anglers fishing the day they depart and
flying out of Idaho Falls, it is worth noting that the Lorenzo take-out is approximately 20 minutes from the
Idaho Falls Airport.
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Water Resources. Toggle search Toggle Upper Snake River Basin: Snake River below Jackson Lake: Middle Fork
Salmon River at Middle Fork Lodge near Yellow.

Campsite of October , The Golden Age of Postcards Image taken September 25, The Snake River originates
in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, at 9, feet and winds through southern Idaho before turning north to
form the boundary between Idaho and Oregon. The Snake River is the largest tributary of the Columbia River,
with a total drainage area about the size of the State of Oregon. The men set up camp on a point where the
Snake meets the Columbia, today the location of the Sacajawea State Park. In every direction from the
junction of those rivers the Countrey is one Continued plain low and rises from the water gradually, except a
range of high Countrey which runs from S. Here they set up camp at "a point" between the two rivers, today
the location of Sacajawea State Park. They stayed at this location for 2 nights, leaving on the morning of the
18th for their journey down the Columbia. View is looking downstream on the Snake River, towards its
confluence with the Columbia River. Image taken September 29, We found here a number of natives, of
whose nations we have not yet found out the names. We encamped on the point between the two rivers. The
country all round is level, rich and beautiful, but without timber Fishing docks are at Sacajawea State Park.
Their route map [Moulton, vol. In their journals however, they later switched to the Indian name of "Ki moo e
nim" or "Kimooenim" River. We halted above the point on the river Kimooenim to smoke with the Indians
who had collected there in great numbers to view us Thompson called the Snake the "Shawpatin River". A
stormy night and morning. Here I erected a small pole with a half sheet of paper well tied about it, with these
words on it: Company of Merchants from Canada, finding the factory for this people inconvenient for them,
do hereby intend to erect a factory in this place for the commerce of the country around. Thompson, Junction
of the Shawpatin River with the Columbia. This sign in reality signified that they lived near the river with
many fish. The map, "Oregon State and Washington Territory," listed the drainage as "Lewis Fork or Snake
River," but by the Washington Territory map had dropped all indications of the Lewis and Clark name for the
river and established the name "Snake River". In the U. Board of Geographic Names made official the name
the "Snake River". River Mile RM 0. Washington State Highway 12 Bridge According to the "bridgehunter.
The eastbound lanes cantilever through truss bridge were built in , with a total length of 1, The first bridge
crossing the Snake River near the mouth of the Columbia was built in and was known as the "Snake River
Bridge at Burbank". This bridge replaced the existing ferry and carried a toll until It burned in September
Image taken September 24, View from front car window while heading towards Pasco. Hood Park,
Washington, is a acre camping, boating, and day-use park, which is managed by the U. It is located 2. Click
image to enlarge Snake River looking downstream from Hood Park. Image taken September 26, The early s
was the "Golden Age of Postcards", with the "Penny Postcard" being a popular way to send greetings to
family and friends. Today the Penny Postcard has become a snapshot of history. Click image to enlarge Penny
Postcard: Snake River Bridge at Lewiston, Idaho, ca. In the private collection of Lyn Topinka. Ferry, Snake
River, Idaho, ca. Ferry on the Snake River. Published by The Boughton-Robbins Co. From the Journals of
Lewis and Clark Clark, October 16, In every direction from the junction of those rivers the Countrey is one
Continued plain low and rises from the water gradually, except a range of high Countrey [Horse Heaven Hills]
which runs from S. We halted above the point [today the location of Sacajawea State Park] on the river
Kimooenim [Snake River] to Smoke with the Indians who had collected there in great numbers to view us,
Great quantities of a kind of prickley pares, much worst than any I have before Seen of a tapering form and
attach themselves by bunches.
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The South Fork is also located near some of the world's best known recreation areas including Yellowstone and Grand
Teton National Parks, Island Park, Targhee National Forest, Teton River, Henrys Lake State Park and the Henry's Fork
of the Snake River.

Below the tourist town of Jackson , the river turns west and flows through Snake River Canyon , cutting
through the Snake River Range and into eastern Idaho. Below Palisades Dam , the Snake River flows through
the Snake River Plain , a vast arid physiographic province extending through southern Idaho south-west of the
Rocky Mountains and underlain by the Snake River Aquifer , one of the most productive aquifers in the
United States. The Portneuf River Valley is an overflow channel that in the last glacial period carried
floodwaters from pluvial Lake Bonneville into the Snake River, significantly altering the landscape of the
Snake River Plain through massive erosion. Here the Snake River almost doubles in size as it receives several
major tributaries â€” the Owyhee from the southwest, then the Boise and Payette rivers from the east, and
further downstream the Malheur River from the west and Weiser River from the east. Hells Canyon is one of
the most rugged and treacherous portions of the course of the Snake River, posing a major obstacle for
19th-century American explorers. From there, the Snake begins to form the Washington â€”Idaho border,
receiving the Grande Ronde River from the west before receiving the Clearwater River from the east at
Lewiston , which marks the head of navigation on the Snake. The river leaves Hells Canyon and turns west,
winding through the Palouse Hills of eastern Washington. The nearly complete subduction of the Farallon
Plate underneath the westward-moving North American Plate created the Rocky Mountains , which were
pushed up by rising magma trapped between the sinking Farallon plate and the North American plate. For
miles on either side of the river, flood waters stripped away soils and scoured the underlying basalt bedrock,
forming the Snake River Canyon and creating Shoshone Falls, Twin Falls, Crane Falls, Swan Falls and other
waterfalls along the Idaho section of the river. The flood widened Hells Canyon but did not deepen it. These
floods pooled behind the Cascade Range into enormous lakes and spilled over the northern drainage divide of
the Snake River watershed, carving deep canyons through the Palouse Hills including the Palouse River
canyon and Palouse Falls. The Lake Bonneville Floods and the Missoula Floods helped widen and deepen the
Columbia River Gorge , a giant water gap which allows water from the Columbia and Snake rivers to take a
direct route through the Cascade Range to the Pacific. The high hydraulic conductivity of the mostly- basalt
rocks in the plain led to the formation of the Snake River Aquifer , one of the most productive aquifers in
North America. Many rivers and streams flowing from the north side of the plain sink into the aquifer instead
of flowing into the Snake River, a group of watersheds called the lost streams of Idaho. Most of the Snake
River watershed lies between the Rocky Mountains on the east and the Columbia Plateau on the northwest.
However, precipitation in the Snake River watershed varies widely. At Twin Falls, in the center of the Snake
River Plain, the climate is nearly desert, with an annual rainfall of just 9. In the upper parts of the watershed,
however, the river flows through an area with a distinct alpine climate. There are also stretches where the river
and its tributaries have incised themselves into tight gorges. Map of the Columbia River Basin with the Snake
River highlighted in yellow and the Columbia River in blue Much of the area along the river, within a few
miles of its banks, is irrigated farmland, especially in its middle and lower course. Aside from water from the
river, water is also pulled from the Snake River Aquifer for irrigation. On the western extremity for a short
stretch the Continental Divide separates the Snake watershed from the Bighorn River , a tributary of the
Yellowstone River , which the Snake begins near. It is of note that the northeastern divide of the Snake River
watershed forms the Idaho-Montana boundary, so the Snake River watershed does not extend into Montana.
Runoff from several feedlots was dumped into the river until laws made the practice illegal. During low water,
algae blooms occur throughout the calm stretches of the river, depleting its oxygen supply. Water diverted
from the river for irrigation, after absorbing any surface pollutants, re-enters the ground and feeds the aquifer.
Although the aquifer has maintained its level, it has become increasingly laced with contaminants. Water in
the aquifer eventually travels to the west side of the Snake River Plain and re-enters the river as springs.
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Pollutant levels in Hells Canyon upstream of the Salmon River confluence, including that of water
temperature, dissolved nutrients, and sediment, are required to meet certain levels.
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